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Highly Anticipated, Astonishingly Realistic New No-Cost 3D Driving
Simulator App “Euro Truck Driver” from Ovilex Soft Puts Users Behind the
Wheel of a European Truck

Euro Truck Driver by Ovilex Soft features: 27 customizable trucks from across 7 European
truck brands, a GPS map to trek through 20 cities in 11 countries, realistic weather conditions
and day/night cycles, multiplayer mode, 6 camera views, lifelike engine sound effects, and
more. The new no-cost app is available from the App Store and Google Play.

Cupertino, CA (PRWEB) December 28, 2015 -- After months of development, Ovilex Soft announced today
that it has released its highly anticipated new 3D driving simulator app Euro Truck Driver -- and the wait was
well worth it, because the extreme detail, ultra-realism and overall creative and challenging gameplay
experience is nothing short of astonishing.

Available at no-cost, Euro Truck Driver is a worthy addition to a growing line of Ovilex Soft’s previous 3D
driving simulation apps, which include Bus Simulator 2015, Farmer Sim 2015, Train Driver 15, and several
more available from both the App Store and Google Play.

The app features 27 distinct trucks with detailed interiors from across 7 European truck brands (both 4x2 and
6x4 axles). Once they select their rig, users climb behind the wheel and head out on the open road as they use
the GPS map to trek through 20 cities in 11 countries, including Berlin, Rome, Paris, Madrid, Vienna and more.

If they wish, users can drive for fun as they steer, accelerate, brake and turn along various highways, country
roads and mountain passes. As expected from the perfectionists at Ovilex Soft, the driving physics are
remarkably lifelike, and the degree of precision and sensitivity will impress real-life truckers who know that life
inside a truck cab is far different than in any other vehicle.

At the same time, users don’t have to worry about spending days learning how to avoid ending up in a ditch or
careening into the side of a mountain, as the controls (tile, buttons or touch steering wheel) are easy to learn and
operate. Or, users can launch the app’s career mode, and try to make money that they can spend on new trucks
and upgrades. Users can also challenge their friends or join a convoy via multiplayer mode, or download the
executable file and host their own multiplayer server.

Other Euro Truck Driver special features include:
- Realistic whether conditions, day/night cycles
- Multiple truck customization options, including: lights, frame covers, antennas, beacon lights, bull bars, roll
bars, paint, wheels and more
- Lifelike engine sound effects
- An AI-based traffic system
- An integrated music player
- 6 different camera views
- Visual damage on trucks – from small dings to major dents
Plus, users can take photos of their Euro Truck Driver experience and upload them to the app’s website at
www.etdgame.com, as well as request new trucks and features viaOvilex Soft’s Facebook page.
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“We have been developing Euro Truck Driver for quite a while, because our worldwide users expect us to a
deliver flawless driving simulator experience,” commented Marusac Alexandru of Ovilex Soft. “We’re thrilled
to finally release the app, and are very inspired
by the early reviews that have been completely positive. Users love the realism, the detail, the challenge, and of
course, the fun!”

Euro Truck Driver, the new no-cost 3D European truck driving simulator app from Ovilex Soft, is available
now for iOS devices from the App Store at https://itunes.apple.com/app/euro-truck-driver/id1049690694, and
for Android devices from Google Play at
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ovilex.eurotruckdriver.

Additional app information, including screenshots, photo gallery, blog and a video trailer, is available at
www.etdgame.com.

For all other information or media inquiries, contact Mark Johnson on behalf of Ovilex
Soft at +1 408 757 0156 or press (at)appshout(dot)com.

About Ovilex Soft
Ovilex Soft is a new games company that focuses on making the best simulators on Google Play and the App
Store. With a variety of planned future projects and continuous attention to quality control, the company will
became an important developer within the simulator/racing game market.

Olivex Soft also helps ensure the quality of their products by keeping contact directly with their large audience
of games players via the company’s site forum at: http://www.ovilex.com/forum/
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Contact Information
Mark Johnson
appshout! on behalf of Ovilex Soft
http://www.appshout.com
+1 408 757 0156

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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